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6 WAYS TO SHOOT VIDEO LIKE A PRO 
 
1. Use a tripod. 
Don’t think that your hands will stay steady for long shoots. Be sure to include a 
tripod or stabilization system with your gear. Nothing is more distracting to a 
viewer than shaky and out of focus footage. 
 
2. Shoot like a Director. 
Plan how the entire piece will come together before shooting your first shot. Think 
through how your video is going to be edited and put together and shoot with that 
in mind. Be sure to watch candid interviews from shows like Inside the Actor’s 
Studio and others to get a feel for how directors think. 
 
To learn more from a first-time movie director, check out this blog article: 
“Lessons from a First-Time Director”: http://twelvethirtymedia.com/trends/lessons-from-a-first-time-director 
 
3. Zoom with your feet. 
The more you zoom, the more pixelated your footage can become. Physically 
move the camera to your desired location and get as close as you can without 
using the lens to zoom. Also, try shooting in a higher resolution than what you 
need for your edit – try shooting in 1080 and editing in 720. 
 
4. Pay Attention. 
Don’t think the screen on your camera is telling you a lie. Pay attention to the 
settings and the picture quality of what your camera’s screen. You can’t magically 
fix things in your edit bay in post-production. Pay attention to what the camera is 
seeing while you’re shooting. Don’t be afraid to shut down your interview in order 
to fix your camera settings. 
 
5. Don't Shoot Boring Stuff. 
Plan your shoots ahead of time so you are ready to capture the action. Don’t 
shoot a “dead screen” with little to no action – be sure to capture something 
compelling and interesting to your viewer. 
 
6. Be Unique. 
What works at another church may not work for your church’s culture. Be unique 
and tell stories that your audience will connect with. Life change happening inside 
your church is the most unique and powerful thing you can share with your 
congregation. 
 
 
 


